1999 gmc suburban transfer case

When repairing or replacing a Chevy transfer case, it is essential that you correctly identify your
transfer case. There are 14 transfer case models for Chevy vehicles; however, each has multiple
variations. Insure you utilize the tag information and visual identifiers to determine the correct
model and variation for your Chevy vehicle. There are two general-production manufacturers for
U. Every transfer case has a metal identification tag attached to it. New Venture tags will provide
you with the transfer case model number, the vehicle designator, the unit part number, the build
date and the low gear ratio. You will need to note these basic visual identifiers for your transfer
case: number of output splines, type of yoke slip-on or bolt-on , right or left-hand drive,
presence of a speedometer drive, type of shift manual or electric , type and location of switches,
number and location of speed sensors, whether it has a live shaft or extension housing and the
shift pattern. Doug Bennett has been researching and writing nonfiction works for more than 20
years. His books have been distributed worldwide and his articles have been featured in
numerous websites, newspapers and regional publications. Visual Identifiers You will need to
note these basic visual identifiers for your transfer case: number of output splines, type of yoke
slip-on or bolt-on , right or left-hand drive, presence of a speedometer drive, type of shift
manual or electric , type and location of switches, number and location of speed sensors,
whether it has a live shaft or extension housing and the shift pattern. References Rockland
Standard Gear Inc. To place an order please call the order desk at or toll free Highest quality
rebuilt K Chevrolet transfer cases saving you money! With one of the best warranties in the
business 24 months and great technical support, you can count on Proven Force for the parts
you need! Proven Force is an industry leading automotive re-builder of 4WD transfer case, and
parts supplier for light, medium trucks and SUV's with over 38 years experence. You can see
the complete line of automotive products we offer at Rebuilt K Chevrolet Transfer Cases are
available through model years. Transfer case featured on the right is a NPC transfer case one of
the models used on the K Chevrolet units. All in question components are exchanged. These
types of parts are changed employing brand-new parts that include: bearings, races, seals,
chain, fork inserts in addition to bushings. All possible updates are integrated in to the units
during the building procedure, all units will be pressure and spin tested by very skilled
automotive professionals. You will get a 2 year, simply no hassle ensure that you can be
confident, furthermore a quick reimbursement of the core deposit. We offer a variety of New
Process transfer case rebuilt units and shift motors for the following K Chevrolet Models:.
Ahead of placing the order for your replacement unit K Chevy transfer case its essential to
check out the back of the current transfer case on an identification tag see illustration below.
The label provides the model no. We must have the assembly number at time of the order it will
ensure that you acquire a direct drop in replacement unit. You will employ existing yokes and
switches from you old unit when replacing your transfer case. Take full advantage of our
expertise when replacing your K Chevrolet Transfer Case. We provide Free of charge Tech
support team phone Call us and talk with a professional, planning a repair or performance
update, allow Proven Force to save you some money. Our own Installation Service Center offers
auto mechanic solutions of skilled and experienced technicians to help with maintaining your
car or truck in top operating order. We are able to replace your transfer case for you personally,
or supply a one on one drop in replacement unit sent to your residence or business street
address. Center Bearing-4 Subaru Toyota Volvo. Electric shift 32 spline front input, rear slip
output three wire indicator, electronic speedo, fixed front output yoke 4L80E Trans. Electric
shift 27 spline front input, rear slip output three wire indicator, electronic speedo, fixed front
output yoke 4L60E Trans. Short 32 spline internal front input, rear slip output yoke. Short 32
spline internal input, fixed rear output, married figure 8 adaptor. Synchronized front 27 spline
input shaft Series Trans. Synchronized front 32 spl. Manual Transmission. My transfer case
suddenly will not go into neutral, 4 hi or 4 lo. When the button on the dash is pressed, the front
axle actuator motor hums and engages, but the actuator motors runs and appears to "hunt" for
a few seconds, then stops, leaving the transfer case in 2 wheel drive. From all the research I
have done, this sounds like it is probably the encoder motor sensor, and not the motor itself. I
don't have any way to check for the "CO code to confirm this theory. Is there anything else you
would recommend I check before ordering and replacing the sensor? Do you. Neither of which
have a separate encoder sensor, it is integral to the motor. Does the switch LED's indicate a
change in mode or range? It would be necessary to replace the complete unit, there is no option
for serviceability. It is also possible that something has failed internally, and the motor is driven,
and hall sensors are changing state indicating the motor has moved, but mechanical failure is
preventing actual shift. Was this answer. Thank you so much for your reply! When I push the "4
hi", the led on the switch flashes for a few seconds while the transfer case motor "hunts". The
front differential actuator motor runs for a second and engages during this time. Then, the LED
on the "4 Hi" button stays on, even though it is not engaged at the transfer case. If I attempt to

go to "4 Lo" at this time, the "4 Lo" LED flashes for about 6 seconds and a relay clicks under the
dash, then the light goes out on "4 Lo" and comes back on at the "4 Hi" button. Do either of
these items sound like a possibility on this model? If so, where is the location of the TCCM? On
older models it was behind the passenger kick panel, but it is not there on this model. If the
symptoms mostly point to a new motor, I'll just go that route. I just hate blowing money on the
part to find a bad connection later. Thanks again for all your help! If it is showing completion of
some shifts, and the front axle is engaging, it sounds like the module is operating. It is located
under the left side of dash, above the junction block convenience center. Was the 4 lo shift
attempted in neutral or park, with 0 vehicle speed? I would suspect an encoder, but like I say,
there is a possibility that something internal might be at fault. I believe if you remove the
encoder, the shift shaft has flat sides. You can try tu turn it back and forth, it should have some
resistance, and maybe even detent in a shifted position. That could indicate there is integrity in
the transfer case. If I remember correctly, you do not want to try commanding shifts through the
vehicle, with the encoder removed from the transfer case, I think that destroys it. If there is a
warning light, one might at least seek a diagnosis to determine what the trouble code may
reveal. Thanks again for your reply. The car was in neutral when the 4 lo was attempted. The
"Service 4WD" light has not come on during any of this. Does that tell you anything different, or
is it still most likely the motor? I am going to suspect a motor, because they are occasional
failures. The fact that you have some motor operations and the front differential locks, indicates
that there is some operation attempting to occur. Like I say, when if you have the motor off,
manually move the shift shaft with an adjustable wrench. See if you can feel it actually doing
something. Thanks again. I have the motor on the way. Hopefully you won't hear from me again.
If it doesn't remedy the problem, I'll be bugging you some more. I'll be here. Please login or
register to post a reply. After It Is And Still Nothing. When I Turn The Asked by asstchief yahoo.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Search our online transfer case motor catalog
and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on the web. We sell wholesale to the public. We
specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts and accessories for your car, truck or SUV.
Call toll free to order or place your order online via our secure checkout system. Our online
parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be assured the parts you buy are in stock at
the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the same day. They are available for the following
GMC K Suburban years: , , , , 99, 98, 97, Big thumbs up to Partsgeek. I purchased a replacement
body part for my Toyota truck. Email confirmation and tracking were fast. UPS ground delivery
took a week. Price was reasonable and the part a Quick response. Part is of excellent quality.
Shipping was really fast! Price is very competitive as compared to retailers and online dealers.
Will buy again from this company. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return
a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA
number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We
scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Replacement Transfer Case Motor. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Dorman Transfer Case Motor. Package Contents Motor Assembly. A1 Cardone Transfer Case
Motor. Features: Designed to give the precise amount of power to the transmission for a
smooth transition when changing from 2-wheel drive to 4-wheel drive. Designed to match O.
Every motor is assembled with the precise amount of lubricant to ensure quiet operation and
long life. Load testing ensures torque power specification meets industry standards. Core Price
[? Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Catalog: B. Catalog: Q. Catalog: C. GM has used many
different four-wheel-drive control systems in its vehicles over the years, ranging from pure
mechanical to electronically controlled. Each has its own diagnostic procedures, and the best
source for understanding how these systems work will always be your information system.
Some later model 4WD systems have scan tool capabilities along with diagnostic trouble codes
DTCs to help locate and diagnose many of the problems associated with them. One is a model,
the other a Both use the same controls and happen to have stored the same DTC. The basic
system consists of a transfer case motor and encoder, front differential actuator, transfer case
module, speed sensors, switches and park input and output to the PCM. It seems logical to use
case studies to show how these systems can be repaired. The transfer case module data can be
accessed with a scan tool such as the Tech 2, which is GM's official scan tool. To get to the
proper screens, you must choose the Powertrain selection, then navigate your way to the ATC
selections. ATC is the GM acronym for active transfer case. Selecting "F1" on the menu got us
where we needed to be. Both trucks had one DTC stored: B active transfer case mode switch
malfunction. A Tech 2 information screen will also let you know whether certain 4WD systems
do not allow scan tool access. The dash-mounted transfer case mode control is a set of
normally open switches that vary the voltage supplied by the transfer case module when
closed. The transfer case module sends 8 volts to the switches, then monitors the return circuit

to determine whether any of the switches is depressed. It can determine this because each
switch has a different resistor in series with the circuit. Since both trucks have mode switch
trouble codes, it seems logical to start there. A trouble code is also stored at that time. I simply
pressed the buttons while watching the scan data. As I pressed various buttons, the scan data
would not indicate the proper input. Pressing "4HI" or "4LO" would not always result in the data
stream reflecting that condition. Also, the LEDs on the switch would randomly go on and off.
The easiest way to confirm this problem is to tap on the button and watch the scan data along
with the switch LEDs. When we did this, it caused all kinds of random lights and data readings.
At one point, it even turned on the 4WD warning indicator. It was obvious the switch had a mind
of its own and needed replacement. It's always nice to have such an easy diagnosis, but should
we assume that all B DTCs indicate the need for a switch replacement? The following
description comes from document ID No. If no buttons are pressed, and the transfer case shift
control module detects a voltage level outside the possible range approx. When each of the
switches is depressed they will complete a circuit through their own specific resistor. Now we
move on to the model K truck. The customer complained of no 4WD operation. He did not
mention any warning lights, but it seemed like a good idea to check DTCs anyway. As
mentioned earlier, this one had the same DTC B stored. A quick check of the switches did not
indicate any problem with the inputs from the switch to the module while monitoring scan data.
However, the front wheels would not engage when the 4WD button was selected. A problem was
obviously occurring, but the DTC did not seem to match the system malfunction. I could hear
the encoder motor at the transfer case working, which confirmed my scan data and helped me
find a diagnostic direction. Since it seemed like the problem was in the front axle area, I decided
to check the front axle motor actuator next. Using a voltmeter, I determined 0 voltage was
present on terminal C, circuit , brown wire. I chose this wire based on the wiring diagram, which
showed fuse 24 in the IP fuse box feeding voltage to the front axle motor. Going this far without
first checking the fuse could turn out to be pretty embarrassing if the problem was simply a
blown fuse. However, I knew the fuse also powered the transfer case control module. Since I
was getting scan data and encoder motor operation, the fuse had to be good. The only culprit
left was the wiring harness between the fuse and front axle motor. It's always best to start
checking for wiring problems by inspecting the harness in areas where it's most likely to be
damaged by moving engine components, rotating parts or road objects striking the underside
of the vehicle. I located the problem within minutes. The wiring harness near the right front axle
where it enters the differential housing was damaged. At least two wires were broken, including
the brown wire, which can be seen in the photo lower left. A harness repair was in order. I had
found the problem, but still could not explain why the system had stored code B Was there
another, intermittent problem just waiting for me to turn my back? I decided to look closer at the
description for B and found something interesting. It seemed very possible that a driver might
hold down a 4WD button for five minutes if he got stuck and the 4WD system wasn't working. To
test my theory, I held the button down for several minutes to create the 4WD warning light
visible in the photo on page The system also set a code B Maybe, just maybe, the DTC was
actually set by the driver due to the broken wire to the front axle. I may never know for sure. It's
easy to fall into the habit of replacing common problematic components without verifying that
they actually are defective. As this second case study of GM's relatively simple truck 4WD
control system proves, this approach can get you into trouble. It always pays to test and verify
before replacing a component. June Issue. Back to Summary. No results found. Send to Email
Address. Your Name. Your Email Address. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Picture Information. Mouse
over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Seller information i-love-classics Contact seller. See other items
More See all. Item Information Condition:. The listing has ended. Starting bid:. Your max bid:.
Place bid Resume bidding , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove
from watch list. Watch list is full. Buyer responsible for vehicle pick-up or shipping. Item
location:. Klamath Falls, Oregon, United States. Ships to:. Report item - opens in a new window
or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Vehicle History Report Summary.
Provided by AutoCheck, a part of Experian. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All
rights reserved. Title Check:. Odometer Check:. See the full Vehicle History Report. AutoCheck
Score. Above range vs. About the AutoCheck Report Score Experian Automotive's AutoCheck
vehicle history reports feature the patent-pending AutoCheck Score - a rating system that
allows you to buy with confidence by quickly and easily evaluating all the vehicle's history data
with one convenient score. Report Details. Mileage actual or estimated. The AutoCheck Score
factors show the top reasons why a vehicle is scoring above, below or within range for similar
vehicles. Check the full history section for more details. He has since moved back to Oregon so

I no longer need the vehicle. I have made 4 trips from Oregon to New Mexico with it with no
issues. Tires are good to excellent. It has a new battery about 6 months ago. I would not
hesitate to drive this vehicle anywhere for myself. Would I guarantee you won't have any
problems with long distance drives? Everything seems to be working as it should, I know of no
problems. It was the best package that was available. I have not had to use this coverage. NO, I
do not need your trade in as I am only selling it as I am not hardly using it anymore. The vehicle
history report is currently not available. Please check back later. Payment details. Seller's
payment instructions Bank wire transfer. Back to home page Return to top. Experian provides
these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the
comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the reports,
contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Highlights Title Check:. AutoCheck Score Master Card. Got stuck in
4 low. The panel fuse kept blowing so I drove it to the house and didn't go over 40mph. I started
hearing a whining sound coming from the transfer case. I put it in neutral tocoast down hill. All
the su
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srt 4 fog lights
dden it acted like it was catching and gonna lock up but something gave and it wouldn't do
anything no matter what gear it was in. Now when I have it running I can hear the sprocket
turning. Only when its in gear. I try to push the buttons on the dash to shift outta 4 but the
control lights go off and it don't come back on. When I wiggle the fuse for the transfer case the
lights come back on then go off. It still sounds like the sprocket turns when I put it in gear. Do
you. If you can't go anywhere and you hear the sprocket turning you probably broke the chain
in side of it. Was this answer. Why does the 4wd controls just flash and go off when I try to shift
outta 4 into 2. I would think I could still shift it outta 4wd even though the chain came off the
cog. Rockstarruffnck Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Transfer
Case Low Content. After It Is And Still Nothing. When I Turn The Asked by asstchief yahoo.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

